Abstract. Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) can be used to minimize distance between two sequences which display the same trends but are not perfectly aligned with each other. This feature makes DTW an effective pattern classification method for sequence matching. In Ref.
Introduction
The main idea using pattern classification for fault diagnosis is to conduct matching processes between standard patterns which represent various known fault states and pattern which derives from observed process data. The matching procedure needs to quantify similarity and the classification result can be determined according to the selection of highest similarity. However, for two temporal sequences showing the same trend but different twisted waveforms, employing Euclidean distance metric to measure the similarity can often cause undesirable performance [2] .
Ref. [1] presented a pattern classification method based on adaptive rank-order morphological filter. Based on the property of adaptive rank-order morphological filter, a measurement signal is transformed into a certain number of signals possessing different waveforms under different supervisory signals respectively. Then identification of the state represented by original measurement signal is realized according to the matching degrees between transformed signals and corresponding supervisory signals. In this paper, we refer to the approach proposed in Ref. [1] as pattern classification based on adaptive rank-order morphological transform I and pattern classification I for short (also denoted as EA). In pattern classification I, Euclidean distance is used to quantify the difference between two signals. In speech recognition, DTW (Dynamic Time Warping) technique is one important pattern match technique [3] . This paper combines DTW technique and pattern classification I to develop new approaches. We alter Euclidean distance for measuring the difference between signals in the framework of pattern classification I, and propose three new pattern classification methods. The three new pattern classification methods are collectively named as pattern classification based on adaptive rank-order morphological transform II. We also use deterministic fault diagnosis problem in Tennessee Eastman process as a case study to demonstrate the effectness of the proposed approaches.
Three methods of pattern classification based on DTW and adaptive rank-order morphological transform
In Pattern classification I, sequence matching techniques for quantifying the difference are both needed in the feature construction and feature classification [1] . In Pattern classification I, x is the measurement signal.
Np are Np signal templates (collectively denoted as d) and they are used as supervisory signals. y 1 , y 2 , y 3 ,……, y Np are called transformed signal deriving from adaptive rank-order morphological transform (collectively denoted as y). y t1 , y t2 ,……, y tNp (collectively denoted as y t ) are transient transformed signal during the iterations. In this method, there are three circumstances needing to calculate the signal difference for sequence matching, namely the one for the distance between d and y (denoted as e 1 ), the one for the distance between d and y t (denoted as e 2 ) and the one for distance or local distance between d and y t (denoted as e 3 ). e 1 is used as the criteria for classification. The convergence of e 2 is used to determine when iterative adaptive rank-order morphological transform stops. For e 3 , it is used for calculation updates of parameter of rank-order morphological transform.
In this paper, combing the features of adaptive rank-order morphological transform and DTW matching, we use DTW distance metric as an alternative of Euclidean distance metric for three sequence matching circumstances in Pattern classification I. Thus, we firstly apply DTW distance for quantifying e 1 to propose pattern classification based on DTW distance and adaptive rank-order morphological transform, secondly apply DTW distance for quantifying e 2 to propose pattern classification based on DTW-distance-convergence adaptive rank-order morphological transform and lastly apply DTW distance for quantifying e 3 to propose pattern classification based on DTW-distance-feedback adaptive rank-order morphological transform. The three proposed pattern classification methods are collectively referred as to Pattern classification based on adaptive rank-order morphological transform II and Pattern classification II for short. They are listed as follows. 
3
Case study: deterministic fault diagnosis in TE process
Tennessee Eastman (TE) process was a simulated complex industry model firstly proposed by Downs and Vogel [4] . This paper adopts the second control plan proposed in Ref. [5] . The simulated codes of TE process in FORTRAN adopted in this paper are provided form URL: http://web.mit.edu/braatzgroup/links.html. This paper adopts Method 1 and Method 2 of Pattern classification II (DA and DC) to study deterministic fault diagnosis problem and compares their performances with those of Pattern classification I and direct DTW matching. Ref. [6] expounded the basic framework and parameters selections of fault diagnosis using pattern classification based on rank-order morphological transform. In this paper, we adopt the same procedure and parameters for generating signal templates. The training data contains 10 simulations data for each deterministic fault scenario to generate 60-points signal template and there are total 7 fault scenarios (IDV(1) ~ IDV (7)). Every fault is introduced the 12th hr after the simulation started. For testing data, each fault type includes 10 simulation data, but their fault occurring moments are stochastic within 24 hrs. The signal patterns to be identified also have 60 points. In this paper, we employ DTW matching methods with Itakura slope constraint condition [7] to give a comparative study. The window length in the adjustment window condition [8] is chosen 30, which guarantees the inclusion of the max possible occurring timestamp difference of shared feature in two signals. All the adaptive rank-order morphological transforms adopt the flat structuring element. The initial length of flat structuring element is chosen 29. Other parameters are selected randomly. The maximum number of iterations is chosen 200 and the iterations are not allowed to stop prematurely. Table 1 lists the results obtained by the proposed methods and existing methods. Table 1 shows direct matching using Euclidean distance metric (E) gains the poorest performance. It also shows that employment of DTW matching are helpful for enhancing the performance of EA. Taking no account of unobservable fault IDV(3), Table 1 indicates DA and DC generally outperform direct DTW matching for deterministic faults because they can be represented by relative steady waveforms. In conclusion, DA and DC are verified to have advantages on deterministic fault classification.
Conclusions
This paper analyzes three circumstances for quantifying signal difference in the framework of pattern classification method proposed in Ref. [1] (Pattern classification I or EA). With the employment of DTW matching, three new pattern classification methods are proposed. We use deterministic fault diagnosis in TE process to verify the validity of proposed methods. Method 2 (DC) not only generates specified transformed signal according to the given waveform of supervisory signal but also avoids excessive warping under the convergence constraint of Euclidean distance. This feature is the distinct advantage of Method 2 and it reduces misclassification rates compared to EA. Method 1 (DA) performs nearly the same as EA. Method 3 (DF) is too time-consuming because of its high computational complexity. Besides, it is apt to cause unstable signal waveforms and therefore performs more poorly than Method 1.
